OTHER VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES!

While each company is required to provide volunteers at a particular event – there are other events that need additional volunteers. Employees who volunteer outside of their assigned event will earn their company the following:

**Bike Race** = 10 points  (assistance getting riders into the correct line at registration, stopping riders from entering the gym with their cleats on, assistance at the water station at finish line) –
# of volunteers needed: 10 total

**5K Run** = 10 points  (assistance getting runners into the correct line at registration, assistance at the water station at finish line, assistance at the snack table) –
# of volunteers needed: 10 total

**TX Hold Em** = 15 points  (chip changers, table consolidators, assistants to Event Coordinator) –
# of volunteers needed: 10 total

**Dodgeball** = 15 points  (court monitors!) –
# of volunteers needed: 24 total (8 Tuesday/8 Wednesday/8 Thursday)

**Volleyball** = 10 points  (lines judge/scorekeeper for the first matches only on each day of competition) –
# of volunteers needed: 30 total (15 Friday/15 Saturday)

Volunteers from companies will be taken and assigned on a first come first serve basis starting August 20, 2010.

Once all slots are filled we will keep a “wait list” in the event of a conflict.

*Please note:*
These volunteer assignments are separate from your Company’s assigned event.